
Preliminary draft for StringyBark Creek documentary. 

Considerations for: 

1, Presenter options. 

2, Opening scene options. 

3, Introductions to people taking part in the scenes. 

4, Videos– by example the use of existing video models, to set 

    the scene. 

 

5, The police families: 

 Kennedy 

  Lonigan  

   Scanlan families 

    McIntyre 

6, Victorian Police Historical Unit and Museum 

 Terry Claven  - Media and Corporate 

  Jim McCann  “        “         “ 

   Robert Haldane  “        “         

    Caroline Oxley “      “                 

7, Heritage Victoria,  

 Jeremy Smith, Head Archaeologist 

  Janette Hodgson - Historian DEPI 

 

8, Historian authors researchers, 

 Bill Denheld for the Two Huts site 

  Ian Jones – East bank site   

   Linton Briggs and Gary Dean – Kelly Tree site  

     
In anticipation lets imagine a sequence of images as how this story of StringyBark 

Creek may unfold. 

 

This is only a Draft visualisation for story development. How it‟s to be told is open for 

suggestion, or rejection by all concerned. 

Bill Denheld 
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The producers may want to use images of armour, guns violent scenes in promotional 

material. For them it will be a commercial exercise concerning big dollars I expect. 

 

The documentary could start with a sequence of starling - shocking scenes perhaps 

similar to the Ned Kelly film by Gregor Jordan staring Heath Ledger 2003. 

 

For example, the SBC scene starts at 31min-50sec into the film- with the Kellys 

creeping up on the police camp at StringyBark Creek. Constable McIntyre shoots at 

some parrots, the scene at SBC police camp, the shooting of Lonigan, the gun fight 

chase, Kelly kills Sergeant Kennedy, his watch is taken, finish 40.00 min –total run 

time about 7.5 minutes. I believe the action in this footage sets this documentary. 

 

Following is the video sequence; we cut to a flower pot - 

 

  

Leo: These May bushes grew on my G G Grandfathers grave. They‟re cuttings from 

the original bush that came from his home town in Ireland where they bloom around 

the time he was murdered by Kelly. 

 

 

Leo: This is the watch Kelly took. It came back to the 

family years later. It was returned by an anonymous 

person thought to have been Ned Kelly‟s girl friend or 

even maybe he was married- a woman named Madella 

was tracked down by the Victorian Police while they 

were seeking the watches return. 

Descendant of Constable Lonigan: 

As family descendant Lonigan, he was my - -  

He was the first to be shot. Maybe he was unlucky but 

it ended in our family being broken and my G G Grand 

Mother struggled for years and years, we never stop 

thinking about the loss. ( or similar whatever 

sentiments.)  

1 min 16 sec plus 8 min video = 9.25 min   Page1 



   

The little cuttings serve as a 

reminder and are destined 

to be replanted at the 

Mansfield Cemetery in May 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kelly glorification has gone on long enough.  

( explanation of where things went wrong, i.e.,  

Popular Bush Ranger stories, Books, Films. For over a 

hundred years the real victims have been forgotten. 

Leo 

 

 

 

A Scanlan descendant tells: 

The whole world has glorified this Bush Ranger - - - but 

we have had to accept - - endure a big load without any 

retribution, its all out of proportion. The world loves to 

take sides with bad people- 

  

 

 

Importantly not one 

police site is marked at 

StringyBark creek 

despite years of effort 

for that to be done. 

                                                                                     

1min 3 sec   Page2 
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Bill: For years I have been trying to have these places 

properly marked. My effort fell on deaf ears. I pressured 

the DSE and the Ned Kelly Touring Route who control these 

parts to send the Kelly tourist to the correct place up the 

creek. They formed a SBC reference group because of my 

work but I was not even invited. 

 

As a result of all my efforts and a proposed $5000 spend on walking track so anyone 

could get there, they spent more than $50.000 going to the wrong side of the creek. 

 

 

Show quality images of Lonigan and Scanlan 

and Kennedy, and McIntyre who survived. 

Into a tree the names of the three dead police was 

carved in by a local farmer Tim Brond, this was 

after an earlier dead tree sign posting the site of 

the shootout rotted out and fell over. In the 1970‟s 

a local sculptor placed in the Kelly armour. 

 

                                 

McIntyre descendant Mr Humfrey tells how his G G 

Grandfather managed to escape and how for the rest of his 

life was ruined by trauma, loss of work carrier, the dreadful 

criticism of his escape, of cowards – It was such a big story 

it haunted him to the end. In those days there was no care. 
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We went to the Mansfield cemetery to visit the graves 

and saw on the gate this sign promoting the Ned Kelly 

Touring Route. Images of Ned Kelly with words saying 

come and see the police graves here. They were talking 

about my G G Grandfather with no respect at all. I blew 

up. Here was this symbol of a murderer promoting the 

graves of his victims. 

 

Unfortunately when the graves were being restored, a 

bush that had been planted there by the family many 

years before but was accidently thrown out, but luckily a 

decade before a local lady had taken some cuttings off 

the bush. She was the daughter of the person who had 

carved the names of the three dead police into the tree 

at SBC Tim Brond. 

Back at SBC:  

We know it did not happen here ? But where do they 

say? We look at the story board but it‟s all about Ned 

Kelly! Some believe this was the site?  

We follow the signage to the shoot-out site. 

 

       

     Camera follows the descendants along the track to the Ian Jones site 

 

Leo: 

I knew of this chap Bill who has spent years trying to 

sort this out. Its all on the internet. If we cannot be 

sure of where the shoot-out site actually was,we can 

never have the proper starting point for following the 

tracks of my G G Grandfather. After vistiting all the 

sites with Bill he has shown me the right place.   

Note: There is a TV film sequence made in 2011 by Cordell Jigsaw of Bill showing Prof 

Tim Flannery and John Doyle the shoot-out site if this helps the producers. Two on 

the Great Divide episode 1, the sequence runs for 4.5 minutes, may help. 
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But how can we prove the two huts site is the proper site without question? 

 

 

Looking carefully at the Burman photo we see the light and 

shadows are formed from light coming from right and from 

behind the photographer. Light floods onto the logs and 

middle tree trunks.  

 

 

This means the photo was taken after midday with the 

camera looking South. Thomas McIntyre said he sat on a 

log facing North while waiting for Kennedy and Scanlan to 

return, sort of like in the photo. He also said the sun went 

down to his left, to the west. The creek was on his right. 

This means the Burman photo was looking South. 

McIntyre produced a map some two years later. 

He shows two logs and claims the photo was looking 

North east, but this is impossible as the sun ray angles as 

recorded at the time all over Victoria in 1878 shows 

shadow angles from our Northern sky. This contradicts 

McIntyre‟s assertion the photo was taken looking north 

easterly.  
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Archaeologist: The team submits Bill‟s research checks 

out. Having seen all four sites in contention, There is 

ample proof for the team to say the two huts site is the 

site of the shoot-out. Most importantly this is supported 

by the topography, slope of ground in background rising 

up from a flat with two huts fireplaces on it in accordance 

with the Burman photo. 

 

Arche:  There is little evidence at the K tree site to 

suggest the police camped here. There are no fireplaces 

nor suitable ground slope to the South. On the map of 

1884 a hut was supposed to be marked here attributed to 

the murder of the police, but no hut site was found here. 

 

Bill: Here is a house foundation near where in the early 

days 1885 a surveyor marked a Hut attributed to the 

Murder of the police, but this site is 160 metres further 

north from the first hut plot. So with this conflicting 

information neither hut plots can be relied upon. 

 

 

 

Bill: Its well documented “ the Police party camped near 

the ruins of two old huts one of which had been burnt 

down” The Argus 28 Oct two days after. 

 

 

 

Arche:  

The plan is to start digging out a few of the rubbish pits at 

the two huts to determine the age of any contents.  

I believe Bill told me he and Gary Dean had permission 

from DSE now DEPI to conduct one of the pit digs. 

 

Bill: Yes this was before I had nominated all the ground 

for Heritage listing. Gary Dean has all the contents of that 

dig. Around that time I had the DSE help me cover the 

rock piles to stop souvenir hunters taking the rocks of 

what may prove to be the fireplace of the „Shingle‟ hut 

that Ned Kelly wrote about in his Jerilderie letter.                                                                                                                                                    
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Leo:  

With fair certainty we can ascertain where Lonigan was 

shot and fell. 

Just over here. 

  

 

Arche: We will grid this area for metal detecting.  

Bill: According to McIntyre Ned Kelly had our shotgun 

and emptied it out the fine bird shot and re charged the 

gun with „swandrops‟ a much more impact projectile that 

would kill anyone close by. 

Archaeologist:  So there is lead shot still in the ground 

around here! 

 

 

 

Arche: Do you think there is a chance of detecting this 

fine bird shot? 

Arch2: If it‟s here and the story is true there is every 

likelihood the lead shot can be found.  

 

 

 

Bill: Back in Jan 2004 a small group came here to 

cover the fireplaces and before we did we ran the 

metal detectors over the place so no weekend 

prospector would / could plunder the site. Already 

some stones had been removed. We have all what was 

detected in a safe place.  

 

 

All the bits and pieces metal 

detected at the two huts is 

here in this box. It was 

imperative the place was 

made safe from relic 

hunters. We got anything 

easy to detect,                                

 

                                                   But who knows what this place will still reveal ? 
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Arche:  

Pointing to the ground- 

If Lonigan fell here, where do you think Scanlan was shot 

Bill: Somewhere over there? 

 

Bill: Yes Arche, That‟s right about 40 yards over there – in 

that direction (pointing) Scanlan was behind about 30 yards 

but when the first shot was fired at Kennedy and missed, 

Scanlan drew back. The bullet missed Kennedy because 

McIntyre was between Kelly and Kennedy. They three 

formed a straight line. 

 

 

Bill: According to all accounts, Scanlan had managed to unsling his rifle and fired a 

shot at Ned Kelly. Ned later said the bullet whistled through his beard. (If Ned had 

been killed, who knows how this event may have ended up?) 

 

At that point Scanlan shooting at Kelly, the other gang members swung about firing 

at Scanlan spinning him off his horse and landing on all his fours mortally wounded. 

Show the area. 

 

Scanlan was shot near a big tall gum tree probably a 

Mana Gum StringyBark, This was then known as the first 

Kelly tree but it was cut down for its straight timber in 

1908. So the only positive marker of the shootout was 

lost. The tree had bullet marks on it. 

But in early 1980‟s a prospector came through here with 

a metal detector and un earthed a large bullet projectile 

just over near that forked Swamp Gum. 

 

The bullet fits the same rifle as this 

one, a Spencer rifle the police party 

had borrowed from the WoodsPoint 

Gold Escort company.  

 

Expert collector Gordon Byrne who 

owns this specimen verifies Terry 

Scott‟s bullet fits the bore of the 

Spencer without doubt, The Smithsonian Institute also verifies it is a Spencer bullet. 

It is pure speculation how the bullet came to be there ? Perhaps Scanlan pulled the 

trigger at the time of his death.                                                
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Arche: 

With the establishment of exactly where the shoot-out 

occurred we can perhaps follow the tracks of McIntyre on 

Kennedy‟s horse and to where the Sergeant may have been 

finally shot dead by Kelly.  

This place has never been identified. 

 

Bill: 

We know horse tracks were seen to cross the creek, and 

from here (two Huts) they probably went that way to the 

north N east. Kennedy in his escape followed McIntyre on 

horse. Pointing Over this way - 

 

 

Scene: Bill stumbling through the swampy ground followed by Mike, Leo and other 

archaeologists.  

 

Arche: 

OK, now I understand the body of Kennedy was found 

North East of the police camp crossing this part of the 

creek? I couldn‟t work out if the camp was back there, 

this must at certain times flood as the creek. 

 

Leo: 

Bill and I examined every spot along the east bank of the 

creek bank last year and we think we have identified the 

area. The distances recorded are all a bit rubbery but we 

are looking for the right terrain rather than by 

measurement.  

 

NOTE:  

At this point of time It may be prudent to bring in other players- 

There are effectively two other parties with their own strong idea of where the police 

had camped. They are - 

 

1, The Jones camp, Ian Jones who sells books, Matt Shore who conducts Kelly Tours, 

 

2, The CSI@SBC Team, Linton Briggs with Gary Dean, Kelvyn Gill and Glenn 

Standing, are adamant the site is at the Kelly tree area. 

 

These people should be prepared to put their case on camera. 

 

With a decision made and upon acceptance for these people to take part the story 

flow may change accordingly.                                               1.5 min   Page 9 



 

Bill: 

We are looking for a flattish area about 8 metres around 

about circled by ferns. 

 

Even though drainage and clearing changes the look of 

the land, nature restores the landscape over time. 

 

 

Bill: Looking around the creeks around this country 

there is terrible over growth of BlackBerry around here. 

I made the DEPI aware of this intrusion back in 2003 

but nothing changes. We must clear this weed before 

we can proceed any further. What ever happened to 

that anti BlackBerry Rust fungus the CSIRO were to 

run out? Maybe that‟s too much to ask? 

 

 

Leo and I had eliminated much of the ground between the police camp and this area 

that looked about right, for both distance and lay of the land. 

 

 

Arche: 

We will set up a detector team headed by Bob 

Sheppard.  

 

 

Arche2: 

Heritage Victoria have agreed to the work. Plan is to 

grid the area. It‟s a site of National importance.  

I understand Heritage Victoria had given permissions 

for Bill to do the dig but under the supervision of a fully 

qualified archaeologist.   

 

  

 

Jeremy Smith (Anticipated reply from Heritage Vic)  

That‟s right Arche, Bill has been at me for years to have 

this site properly assessed. There were so many 

contradictoray claims made about sites along SBC we 

simply had to step back. However, Bill was the Heritage 

listing nomonee and I did visit the sites with him.  
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Bill:  

OK, now you‟ve all had a good look at the Two Huts site, 

let‟s ask Linton why the Kelly tree site works for him and 

his CSI@SBC team? 

The party sets off to visit the Kelly tree site- 

 

 

Linton Briggs explains, “ I was always attracted to this 

area because of the botany –Spear Grasses, Swamp 

Gums and because the first surveyor marked a hut here 

attributed to the police murders by the Kelly gang.‟ 

Bill confirmed the hut on the map was here, 804 metres 

from the creeks junctions” 

 

 

Bill:  

But Linton, back in 1985 and 2002 I detected all around 

here and there was no hut site debris around! 

 

 

 

 

Linton: 

Listen Bill, if you read all what‟s been written, this place 

fits like a glove. There is the right vegetation, a Spring 

Kelly referred to, we have two Kelly trees right here. 

 

 

Bill:  

OK Linton, SHOW me where photographer Burman took 

his photos?  SHOW me where the Tripod stood ? 

 

In your document ( the CSI@SBC report) you have a 

map showing the Burman photo was looking that way - 

Right?  To the North East - right? 

Linton: That‟s right Bill, North East. 

Bill:  SO, when all the evidence of light and shade in the 

photo tells us the photo is looking SOUTH, - and - 

In your scenario looking NE, then the sun must be in our 

southern sky - right? We all know the sun arcs through 

our Northern sky.  

Even your book tells us that ! 
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Bill: puts it to Linton - 

So, if you agree the Burman photo is looking south as 

we all do, let‟s turn around and face that way - 

THEN please show me where the steep slope happens 

to be around here ?? THERE is no slope to be seen 

here at the K tree site. 

So gentlemen, this cannot be the site – can it? 

 

 

Bill: the same goes for the Ian Jones site. There is no 

slope like in the Burman photo their either. 

 

We have to be scientific with these matters. It‟s not 

about believing, it‟s all about evidence on the ground. 

Photos do not lie do they! 

 

Linton: 

Look Bill, McIntyre was very specific with his 

narrative,: Mc. said the tent was 70 yards from the 

creek. That places it around over there – on the other 

side of the road west. 

 

Bill: Mc only came here the once after. Being 

traumatised he would not have brought with him a 

tape measure. He meant Feet not Yards. He made a 

typo error. 

Bill: McIntyre did not write his memoirs till 23 years 

after the event. It was all mostly from memory except 

for his police reports done immediately after. 

 

The only thing Historians must go by is from „Primary 

Sources‟ like newspapers reports of the time, only 

days, or weeks but not years. Then they would be 

„Secondary sources‟ even though Mc was the only 

witness, apart from Kelly. 

 

Jeremy Smith Heritage  

OK Bill, That‟s a pretty convincing argument. 

 

OK Guys, Are there any other challenges to the Two 

Huts site? Any other points to make anyone?  

NO, 

Good, let‟s get on with the work. 
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The archaeology of Stringybark Creek starts. 

Objective, to locate with certainty, where each of the three police were killed. 

(View over a hut site with its rubbish pits being dug out.) 

 

Arche: to Presenter to be announced- 

 

“We are trying to determine the age of the huts by 

what‟s buried in pits nearby around the huts.” 

 

 

 

 

Bill explains -  

Around 2004 with Gary Dean we dug out 

one of the pits. 

Gary sits at fireplace with pit in 

foreground. 

Gary in pit, found were lots of broken 

crockery, a Rosella sauce bottle with early 

logo and a Schnapps bottle. Gary thinks 

1870-80‟s vintage. There were also some 

metal files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are expected to be a few pits here to be cleaned out, maybe 5 or 6. 

Gary is now an archaeologist so should be part of this project.   

Gary has the items dug up in 2004. We had permission from DSE and a miners right. 

 

The following footage could show archaeologists scraping around the two huts. 

E.G. Camping on site, video images of the documentary participants, - Images of 

student archaeologists, presenter, camera and sound men, of Leo, and all present, 

metal detector set up and testing. Arche -Bob Sheppard shows off his latest machine, 

Bob and MineLab chief tells how M.D‟s are changing archaeology. 1.5 min  Page 13                                                           



The finding of the Kennedy site Starting from the two 

huts, the first reference where Kennedy was found was 

¼ ML or 400 Metres. 

Second account was 30 chains = around 600 M 

Third account, was ½ mile = 800 M  

Forth account was 1 Mile = 1600 Metres. 

The Kennedy site we have identified is about 1100M 

 

 

 
 

Leo: By comparison to the 

Kennedy/Burman photo- 

we need to find a site that fits 

this type of terrain. It‟s where 

big trees grow. 

 

 

 

Arche: We have organised for Bob to have a team of 

detectors running around on grids going over the 

ground most likely the Sergeant took from the two 

huts police camp. Perhaps we will detect some bullet 

shell cases or projectiles from those 45 Calibre Webley 

hand guns.  

 

Arch2: I‟ve discussed this with Bill, we‟ll flag any 

signals and collect and discard rubbish close to the 

surface. Anything lower down will be worthy of a closer 

look, because as a rule if you can kick it away with 

your boot, it‟s recent rubbish. Our detectors will 

discriminate and detect lead from ferrous metals like 

old iron. 
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Bill: This land was occupied for about 64 years as a farm till 1948, so there will be a 

lot of rubbish from that time.  

 

  

Bill:  

If we are in the right place, we are hoping 

to detect the bullet lead that killed the 

Sergeant still in the ground.  

 

 

There will be a camp set up nearby to SBC precinct that won‟t disrupt tourist 

visitations. After extensive work by teams of volunteers on site we have show & tell 

and discuss.  

 

Findings, 

Conclusions, 

Recommendations, 

 

 

Leo:   It is proposed that each of the three sites will be 

„earmarked‟ for the Authorities to act upon for proper signage 

story boards or even something more befitting respect for our 

fallen police in these parts.  

Perhaps starting with a Boardwalk across the creek from what 

is now the defunct Jones site. 

 

Bill: Yes, a Boardwalk across the creek swampy ground to and 

past the Two Huts fireplaces with signage to show the Lonigan 

site. The visitor will not touch the ground but the area can be 

observed and contemplated over. The walkway could turn to 

the right to follow the road picking up remnants of the original 

Bridle track back to Picnic ground and to the Kennedy site.  
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Jeremy Smith: Heritage Vic 

It would appear not enough was done early in the planning 

of this important SBC precinct. Even though Bill has never 

given up, it has taken the Police families need for truth and 

balance exhibited to bring about historical honesty. Popular 

stories often cloud over True history. 

 

Descendant; 

The knowledge of where all this happened, and knowing we 

are standing in the right spot gives weight to the tragedy in 

human terms. It will make the average tourist visitor much 

more aware, it‟s not just about popular mythical stories, 

people died here, let‟s not forget this. 

Arche:  

Even though the exact Kennedy site remains uncertain we 

know we are in the right area. The large tree there may 

serve as a living reminder of an ancient landscape that has 

witnessed some horrible human indignities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bill: For that reason alone it‟s not good enough to just leave 

storytelling to those who may gain from telling it. The first 

Kelly tree was taken for greed as the saw millers, who took it 

had absolutely no time for the Kellys- I had read. I have 

experienced similar with the destruction at The Two Huts site 

when the authorities bulldozed dozens of big trees over the 

slope in what I saw as historical vandalism. They said it was 

to make the place safe after the fires of 2005. In fact, I‟m sure the destruction of the 

slope was to make it more difficult for me to say „hey‟ look here, this is the proper 

place, just look at these photos! It‟s the Ian Jones site that continues to promote his 

books. I see this as a corruption of our history.                             3 min   Page 16 



Total run time 42 – 50 minutes 

 

This draft story board for a documentary proposal following press release to- The Age 

article- Kelly Victims, 11 April 2015. 
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Any comments welcome 

 

 


